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ABSTRACT

Computer simulation is a straightforward and cost effective method of analyzing the performance

of communications networks such as automatic meter reading (AMR) systems. AMR networks

are a relatively new technology quickly gaining interest with major utility providers. Manitoba

Hydro, as a major utility provider, has undertaken a study to evaluate the suitability of several

AMR systems to operations in the City of Winnipeg. As part of this study, Manitoba Hydro

desired that a simulation analysis be performed.

The TWACS System-1O and Nertec AMR systems will be modeled using the Simscript ll.5

simulation language. The intention is to determine, through simulation, if either system meet

basic performance criteria set out by Manitoba Hydro. Further, it is hoped that simulation

modeling will demonstrate the strengths and weaknesses of each system within the City of

Winnipeg context.

The componentry and logical operation of the two systems will be described. A description of the

two models constructed will be provided along with a verification of each. The performance of

each system, as well as the sensitivity of each to variations in system parameters, is evaluated

through simulation. The results of sensitivity analyses and performance experiments with each

model are presented. These results provide insight into the performance which could be

expected from either system should they be implemented in the City of Winnipeg. lt is

determined that, according to simulation results, the TWACS System-10 will meet the basic

performance requirements of Manitoba Hydro while the Nertec System will not.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Automatic meter reading (AMR) systems are an emerging technology quickly gaining interest

among public utility providers throughout North America. The efficiency and abilities of such

systems offer an attractive alternative to the conventional meter reading process. Current

customer information can now be retrieved quickly and easily from a central location over a

communications network. AMR technology offers intuitive advantages since meters need not be

physically inspected by an operator.

Manitoba Hydro, as a major utility provider, initiated a study to evaluate the suitability of AMR

technology to its needs. In the interest of estimating expected performance of AMR systems

should they be implemented in the City of Winnipeg, Hydro desired that a simulation analysis of

several AMR systems be performed as a part of this study. Three systems of particular interest

to Hydro were evaluated, namely the lris System 2020, the TWACS System-10 and the Nertec

AMR system.

Simulation analysis of these systems was initiated in 1992, at which point the lris System 2020

was modeled and evaluated by Richard Stone. Complete details of this portion of the study may

be found in Stone [1]. Later, it was decided to expand the simulation study to include simulation

of both the TWACS and Nertec systems, the analysis resulting in this thesis.

1.2 Simulation Study of AMR

Due to the accommodating cost of computer time, simulation analysis has become a common

and practical means of evaluating the perforrnance of real world systems. Telecommunications



networks, such as AMR networks, are frequently analyzed by means of computer simulation

where the underlying system makes analytic solutions difficult to develop.

Here, the performance analysis of two AMR systems by means of computer simulation will be

undertaken, namely the TWACS System-10 and Nertec AMR systems. As this work is so closely

related to that of Mr. Stone, an introduction to the lris System 2020 will also be provided. lt will

become apparent throughout this thesis that these systems are so different in logical operation

and componentry, that it is not possible to make direct comparisons of the performance of each.

Therefore, it is not the intention of this study to determine which of the three systems is the best,

so to speak. Rather, the aím of the overall project is to determine which of the three meet

performance requirements specified by Manitoba Hydro and to highlight the abilities and

shortcomings of each through individual simulation analysis. The finaljudgment is left to those at

Manitoba Hydro. lt is hoped that the information presented here will provide a useful tool in the

decision making process.

The remaining chapters of this thesis are summarized as follows: First, a thorough description of

the componentry and logical operation necessary for the simulation of the TWACS System-10

and Nertec AMR systems will be presented, along with that of the lris System 2020 for

completeness. The Nertec and TWACS simulation models constructed from this information are

then introduced, including a description and verification of each. Theory necessary for proper

output analysis of the types of simulation models constructed is reviewed in the following

chapter. Next, an analysis of the sensitivity of each system to variation of modifiable parameters

is undertaken along with relevant discussion and plots of results. In the subsequent chapter, the

simulation results for the Nertec and TWACS models, based on system and traffic parameters

obtained from the respective manufacturers and Manitoba Hydro, are presented and discussed.

The final two chapters contain a discussion of information generated about each system through

the simulation analysis and concluding remarks, respectively.



2. DESGRIPTION OF AMR SYSTEMS

2.1 lntroduction

The componentry and logical operation of the AMR systems studied for Manitoba Hydro will be

described here. For completeness, an introduction to the lris System 2020 will provided, along

with more detailed descriptions of the Nertec and TWACS systems. The chapter will begin with a

description of the service requirements that Manitoba Hydro would like each system to

accommodate.

2.2 Manitoba Hydro AMR Service Requirements

Manitoba Hydro requires that each system be modeled under implementation in the City of

Winnipeg. According to Hydro this will require each system serve approximately 150 000

customers spread over roughly 100 square miles.

ldeally, each system should report readings three times per day and handle multiple message

priority levels. Where applicable, two message priority levels will be included in the study, one

to handle standard meter reading, and another for additional functions such as demand readings.

Given the characteristics of a specific AMR system, it may or may not be possible to satisfy the

service requirements of Manitoba Hydro.

2.3 Nertec AMR System

The Nertec system, produced by Nertec Design, Inc. of Granby Quebec, is the most

straightforward of all the AMR systems studied. The entire system consists of only the meter

retrofit, (known as the Telereader), and the AMR central server connected by the customer's



own phone line. As shown schematically in Figure 1, a Nertec system would consist of a

central server (cs) and N (1 < N < - ) Telereaders, (one for each meter).

Figure 1: Schematic of Nertec System

Metering information is collected by the Telereader. The Telereader will collect and store a

predetermined number of reads each day and, once weekly at a scheduled time, it will transmit

the information to the Central Server via a modem dial-in using the customer's own phone line.

There is no buffering of data between the Telereader and the central server.

The NERTEC AMR is defined as an inbound system since the communication process is initially

triggered by the meter retrofit. In othen¡¡ords the decision of when to initiate the data

transmission process is made at the Telereader.

The Nertec system is perhaps best described as a retrial queuing system with N servers in

parallel, each with a buffer size of zero. As described later, arrivals who fail to receive service

from the CS make further attempts according to a retrial schedule.



Expected Arrival Rate

The NERTEC AMR system operates on a seven day cycle. The Telereader collects and stores

three reads per day and, once weekly, forwards them to the CS. Thus we expect 117 of all meters

to dial in each day.

Message Scheduling and Arrival

When a Telereader connects to the CS, in addition to accepting information, the CS will

schedule the Telereader's next transmission time. The Nertec system assigns each Telereader a

call-in window in an attempt to minimize the probability of a call being blocked, i.e. no free

modem available at the CS. Transmission times are scheduled evenly over a primary call-in

period, typically eight hours in length from midnight until 8:00 AM.

CS Gapacity

The CS can accommodate up to 40 modems. According to information provided by NERTEC,

Manitoba Hydro would require 28 modems, using a seven day cycle, to meet its requirements.

CS Service Rate

Each Telereader transmits at the same rate, and messages are of constant length, thus the rate

at which the CS serves each Telereader is deterministic. According to Nertec, each Telereader

transmission will take approximately 24 seconds.

RetrialSchedule

Should the Telereader fail to transmit its data to the CS successfully, (no free line at CS,

customer picks up phone, etc.), the Telereader will reschedule the transmission. The logic of this

process, which will be termed the retrial schedule, is depicted in Figure 2. As shown, the

Telereader selects a call back interval of 5, 15, 60, or 360 minutes. Should the initial attempt

fail, the Telereader will attempt to retransmit after the call back interval has elapsed. The

Telereader will repeat this process, after waiting for the same interval, up to four times. lf

transmission is still unsuccessful, the Telereader will wait for a random period, select a new call



back interval, and begin the cycle again. lf, in the unlikely event that after four complete cycles

no successful transmission has yet taken place, the Telereader will wait eight days and begin the

process again.

lssues Relating to Man¡toba Hydro AMR Service Requirements

As stated earlier, the Nertec system operates on a seven day cycle, reading approximately 1lT oÍ

all meters each day. Though the Telereader will gather three reads per day, it is only intended to

transmit them once a week.

The Nertec system is also unable to handle multiple message priorities. Since each call is

initiated by the meter, and each meter must phone in directly to the CS, the CS itself has no way

of distinguishing between message types until a connection is actually established. Thus, the CS

has no way of giving preferential treatment to a subset of incoming messages.



Fìandom PickCall
Back Interual:

Int= 5, 1 5, 60,
minutes

Figure 2: Nertec Retrial Schedule



2.4 TWACS Systern-10

The TWACS System-10, produced by Distribution Control systems, Inc.

Missouri, consists of three tiers in the communications chain, they are:

1. Central Control Equipment (CCE)

2. Substation Communication Equipment (SCE)

3. Remote Communication Equipment (RCE)

The hierarchy of the TWACS network is shown in Figure 3.

(DCSI) of Hazelwood,

Figure 3: TWACS System-10 Hierarchy

The TWACS system is known as an outbound AMR system, since the decision to send data from

the RCE to the central server is initialized by the CCE itself. However the physical act of reading

the meter is carried out by the RCE meter retrofit.

TWACS is a hybrid system and thus employs different communication media between the three

tiers. Communication between the RCE and the SCE takes place over the existing power

network while the sCE and the CCE are typically connected via a telephone link.

B



To collect metering information, the CCE will transmit an outbound command to the SCE. Each

outbound command carries the addresses of 16 meters from which the CCE wishes information.

The SCE breaks up the command and forwards a request to each of the '16 meters. Each of the

sixteen will then return a response to the SCE. Should the SCE fail to receive a response from

any of the sixteen meters, it must send a retry to each failed meter in sequential order. Once all

the 16 responses have returned successfully, the SCE assembles them into an inbound

command, which will be transmitted to the CCE when the scE is polled for data.

The focus of the TWACS study will be the relationship between the CCE and the SCEs which

can be modeled as a polling system. Henceforth, this reduced system will be known as the

TWACS SCE-CCE Network.

2.4.1 TWÄ.CS SCE-CCE Network

Generally, the TWACS SCE-CCE network consists of 1 central server and N stations, (where

the upper bound of N is determined by the existing power transmission infrastructure.) The

central server represents the CCE while the each SCEs is represented by a station with a priority

queue for each possible message priority level. According to DCSI, the polling discipline of the

SCE-CCE network can be modeled as round robin with negligible switchover time. A schematic

of the TWACS SCE-CCE Network with round robin polling is shown in Figure 4. Fundamental

parameters of the TWACS SCE-CCE Network will now be explained.

SGE Requirement

An SCE may be placed at any or all of the 81 Manitoba Hydro substations in Winnipeg.

information was available form DCSI specifying a recommended number of SCEs for

implementation in the City of Winnipeg.

No



Figure 4: TWACS SCE-CCE Round Robin poiling Discipline

SCE buffers

As mentioned earlier, commands flow through each SCE in both directions, thus each SCE

essentially contains a unique queue for inbound and outbound commands. A conceptual

representation of the SCE is illustrated in Figure 5. Each SCE has storage capacíty for a

combined total of 10 outbound and inbound commands.

Command Processing by the SCE

Once an outbound command is sent out to the 16 meters in question, the SCE will have the

corresponding inbound command assembled and ready for transmission in 18.2 seconds under

ideal circumstances, (i.e.: all 16 meters respond successfully). For each failed response, a retry

message must be sent, this requires 6-8 seconds per failed response. Retry messages are sent

one at a time. According to DCSI, we can assume that g5% of the initial attempts are

successful, thus a typical failed response probability is 5%.

10



SCE

Outbound Commands

From CCE ïo meters

Total of 10

To CCE From meters!tnt [ !
Inbound Commands

Figure 5: Schematic of SCE Queues

For clarity, the transmission of commands by the SCE to the meters, and the subsequent

response, will be referred to as command processing by the SCE. This terminology is

appropriate since each SCE can be viewed as a server processing commands as they arrive.

only one command, of any type, may be in process by the scE at a given time.

CS service rate

Data exchange between the CS and the stations takes place at a rate of 2400 bps. Incoming

and outgoing commands from the CCE are of fixed length at 238 and 78 bytes respectively,

including all data overhead. Thus, when polled, the service time required by each SCE is a

function only of the number of inbound and outbound commands transmitted at each SCE.

CCE Polling and Service Discipline

The CCE will pollthe SCEs in a sequential, round robin, fashion with negligible switchover time.

Any inbound commands buffered by the SCE at the outset of a poll will first be transmitted back

to the CCE. The CCE will then transmit enough outbound commands to refill the buffer. The

CCE will transmit such that buffer overflows do not occrlr, i.e. it will first accept all inbound

commands from the SCE and then replace them with a like number of outbound commands-

The CCE service discipline is illustrated in Figure 1.

i1



Figure 6: CCE Service Discipline

Priority Messages

The TWACS system can accommodate up to 255 priority levels. In this study, only two priority

levels will be considered. Low priority commands are those designated for standard AMR, while

high priority is reserved for demand readings. These designations reflect those used by DCSI,

and result from the manner in which the TWACS system operates.

According to DCSI, the TWACS system performs the meter reading function by a batch process,

all meter reading commands are generated and then sent out continually until all readings have

been collected. Conceptually, the system queues all meter reading commands at the CCE, and

sends each as soon as transmission is possible. Additional commands, for demand readings for

instance, are generated on an as needed basis. When generated during the meter reading

cycle, these additional commands must be marked as higher priority so that they needn't wait

behind enqueued meter reading commands.
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Priority message handling follows intuitive rules. High priority messages are transmitted first

during a given poll. lf all high priority messages have been sent and buffer space remains at the

SCE, low priority commands may then be transmitted. Once at the SCE, high priority

commands are processed first and subsequently queued first for transmission back to the CCE.

High priority commands may not, however, interrupt a low priority command curren¡y in

transmission or processing.

Since high priority commands typically target a single meter rather than a group of 16, the

processing and transmission requirements of these commands differ from those of the standard

command. High priority commands outbound from the CCE have the same bit-length as their

low priority counterparts. Once at the SCE, the high priority message requires the same

processíng time as the retry messages described above, i.e. 6-8 seconds with the same success

rate as standard commands. When returning, high priority commands carry the same digital

overhead but approximately 1/16 of the data carried by standard, low priority commands. lt will

be assumed that transmission time for returning high priority messages is 1/4 the length of low

priority commands.

Message Generation

As described in the previous section, standard meter reading commands (low priority) are

generated all at once at the outset of the meter reading cycle. High priority commands, to be

employed for demand readings, will be generated at a rate of 1500 per hour. This figure is

arrived at according to data provided by Manitoba Hydro. Since the distribution of the high

priority arrivals is not known it will be assumed that interarrival times follow an exponential

distribution.

lssues Relating to Manitoba Hydro AMR Service Requirements

Unlike other AMR systems where the meter retrofit can store several reads and transmit them all

at once, the TWACS system is only able to gather one read at a time. This read will represent

13



the usage since the RCE was last accessed. Since Manitoba Hydro wishes three reads per day,

a TWACS system would have to perform three complete cycles per day.

2.5 lris System 2020

lntroduction

Stone [1] performed a simulation analysis of the lris System-2020 for Manitoba Hydro which was

completed in 1994. The goalwas to judge the suitabilíty of the system to the needs of Manitoba

Hydro and, primarily, to determine which of several possible service disciplines provided the best

service for an lris system implemented in the City of Winnipeg. An overview of both the lris

System-2020 and the service disciplines analyzed will be provided here. For complete details

and results, the reader is referred to Stone [1].

The lris System 2020 is produced by lris Systems, Inc. of Winnipeg, Manitoba, and consists of

four communication tiers. At the lower level of the hierarchy is the meter retrofit, known as the

Network Service Module (NSM). The NSM collects metering information and then transmits

messages through the l" level repeaters (RPT1s) to the 2nd level repeaters (RPT2s). Messages

arriving at RPT2s are stored for eventual transmission to the Central Server (CS). A schematic

of the network hierarchy is shown in Figure Z.
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Figure 7: lris System 2020 Hierarchy

Like the TWACS System-1O, the lRlS System 2020 is a hybrid communication network.

Communication between the lower three tiers is accomplished via radio wave while the RpT2s

and the CS are connected by a telecommunication link. Unlike the TWACS network, System

2020 is an inbound system in that the decision to transmit a message from the meter to the CS is

initialized at the meter itself.

Like the TWACS system, the focus of the lris System 2020 study will be on the upper two tiers of

the network hierarchy to be known henceforth as the lris Rpr2-cs Network.

lris RPT2-CS Network

The lris RPT2-CS Network can be considered a polling system with N 0 S ¡¿ < .o) stations and

one central server. Each station represents an RPT2 with a priority queue for each level of

message priority. An overview of the fundamental parameters of the lris RPT2-CS Network

follows.
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RPT2 Switchover Time

Like the TWACS SCE-CCE Network, it was assumed that the lris RPT2-CS Network is

symmetric and consists of identical stations. In other words the switchover and connect time is

identical at, and between, each station. Therefore, the switchover time between anv two stations

is 20 seconds in length and deterministically distributed.

Message Arrival Process

Two message priority levels were considered. Since the true distribution for arrivals of each

message type into to RPT2s was unavailable, each was assumed to follow a Poisson

distribution.

RPT2 Requirement

Each RPT2 may cover an area of approximately 4 square miles. Therefore, assuming the City

of Winnipeg covers an area of approximately 100 square miles, a minimum of 25 Rpl2s will be

required.

RPT2 Buffers

The RPT2 buffers are of finite capacity, however they are large enough that overflow is unlikely.

Therefore, for simplicity, RPT2 buffers were assumed to be infinite.

CS Service Rate

According to lris Systems Inc., all messages are of constant length at 200 bits. lt was assumed

that each station transmits at a rate of 9600 bps. Thus message transmission time to the CS is

deterministic and identical for each message at 1/48 of a second.

Priority Messages

Two priority message types were included in the analysis performed by Stone. Standard meter

reading commands were designated a high priority while, demand readings were designated low

priority. These designations resulted from information provided by lris systems.
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CS Service Discipline

The performance of the lris RPT2-CS Network was evaluated for two CS service disciplines,

namely Exhaustive and Time Limited. For each, the CS was assumed to poll the RPT2s in a

round robin fashion. A description of each service discipline follows:

Exhaustive Service Discipline:

Once the CS polls a station, it will remain at the station until all messages of both priority types

have been transmitted. This service algorithm, assuming a single priority type, is represented in

Figure B.

Figure B: Exhaustive Service Discipline

Time Limited Service Discipline

A representation of the Time Limited Service Discipline is shown in Figure g. Once the CS polls

a station, it wíll remain at the station until one of the following conditions are met:

1. While serving station i, the station occupation period, T¡, reaches the maximum allowed

length t,",,. The CS will cease service, leaving remaining messages for transmission during

a subsequent poll, and switch to the next station in sequence.
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2. All messages have been received, and the station occupation period for the current station

has exceeded the minimum required length, t,¡n.

Figure 9: Time Limited Service Discipline
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3. SIMULATION MODELS OF AMR SYSTEMS

3.1 Introduction

Each model has been coded in the Simscript ll.5 simulation language. This chapter will begin

with a brief introduction of Simscript itself. An overview of the models constructed to evaluate

each AMR system then follows. Included for each system is a description of the model itself

along with the input data required. Verification of each model is then provided by means of a

debug trace and exogenous variable check

3.2 Simscript ll.5

Simscript ll.5 is a general purpose simulation language conspicuous for its English-like syntax.

This characteristic makes the logic of models coded in Simscript easy to follow and understand,

even for those unfamiliar with the program. The language has found wide ranging application in

the simulation of realworld systems.

The current version, 11.5, is the product of three decades of development of the original version.

This version, which is the proprietary product of CACI, lnc., is available for use on several

servers on the University of Manitoba system.

Further information on the structure, syntax, and modeling concepts of Simscript ll.5 can be

found in Russell [2] and Kiviat [3], a brief introduction is also included in Law and Kelton [4] .
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3.3 Nertec Simulation Model

3.3.1 Input Data

The Nertec simulation model requires the following data input:

o Length of primary call-in period in hours, i.e. the typical primary call-in period is from

12:00 AM to B:00 AM giving B hours

' Mean service time

o Number of modems at CS

o Number of days per cycle

o Total meters to be read per cycle

3.3.2 Model Description

General

The Nertec model performs 5 independent replications, resetting all system variables to zero and

allowing a runup period for each. The model estimates two quantities, the mean delay and

blocking probability, and provides confidence intervals for each. The delay in this case is

defined as the elapsed time from the initial attempt until successful connection, it does not

include dialing time or the resulting service time.

Message Arrival Scheduling

The Nertec system schedules a specific time for each Telereader to call in to the central server

so as to minimize blocked calls. In order to model the arrival process in the Nertec simulation

model it is assumed that the interarrival time follows an normal distribution with low variability.
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The mean interarrivaltime is as follows:

Mean Interrtryival Time =
(Days / Cycle)x(Length of Catt in Period)

Total Customers

That is, the product of the cycle length, typically 7 days, and the length of the call-in period,

typically B hours, divided by the total number of meters to be read. New connection attempts

continue to arrive until the end of the call in period, while those previously blocked may arrive at

any time according to the retrial schedule. After the last day of the cycle is complete, we have:

EfNew Catlsf= Total Customers .

Priority Messages

For the reasons described in chapter 2, priority messages are not modeled in the Nertec

simulation. Only standard meter reading transmissions are included in the model.

RetrialSchedule

The retrial schedule is modeled as described in section 2.3. However it is assumed that if the

Telereader is unable to connect to the CS after four complete cycles, the message transmission

is aborted.

Gustomer Interrupted Transmission

As described in chapter 2, the Telereader transmits over the customers own phone line.

Therefore, transmission may be aborted should a customer happen to pick up their phone. The

probability of this occurring is arbitrarily setto 2o/o.
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3.3.3 Model Verification

Exogenous Variable Check

Checks were performed to insure that the intended input distributions for quantities such as

interarrival times were actually being achieved. These checks were performed on interarrival

and service times. The intended mean and standard deviation for interarrival time, for the trial

that produced the output in Figure 10, were 1.34 and 0.1 seconds respectively. The service

times, on the otherhand were fixed at 24 seconds. As shown in the sample output, the interarrival

and service times generated within the model have the intended parameters for their respective

distributions.

Figure 10: Exogenous Variable Check in Nertec Model Output

Debug Trace

In order to verify that the logic of the retrial queue was implemented correctly, a debug trace was

performed for the Nertec model. The output of the trace is found in

Table I and

Table 2. In order to illustrate the logic, the CS is given a capacity of zero to ensure blocking.

Two messages are generated and the paths of each are traced separately.

Exogenous variable check:

-Mean interarrival time:

-Mean service time:

Mean

1_.34

24

s.D.

.10

0
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As expected, each message is blocked four times per cycle. Upon the first block of each cycle

the Telereader, or customer, randomly selects a call back interval. On all subsequent blocks of

the same cycle, the telereader waits for the same call back interval before making another

attempt. After four attempts, the telereader waits a random period of time before the next cycle

begins. A total of four cycles are performed until, since no connection has yet taken place, the

message is aborted.

Table 1: Nertec Debug Trace Output for First Message

Customer #1 created
cust fl blocked for
customer #1 blocked
customer #1 blocked
customer #1 blocked

Cust #I: no cnnct orr

at time: 0.

lst t,ime at time= 0.

for 2 time nf cwclg le +¡rrv vr vf vJ

for 3 t ime of cvcl-e 1

for 4 time of cycle 1

cycle l, nxt cyc bgns

, given call back int.= 360 mins

at time: 360.00 min

at time: 720.00 min

at time: 1080.00 min

in 1 hours w/new CB int= 360 mins

customer #1

customer #1

customer #1

customer #1

Cust #1: no

customer #l-

customer #1

customer #1

customer #1

Cust #1: no

bl-ocked

blocked

blocked

bl-ocked

cnnct on

bl-ocked

blocked

blocked

blocked

cnnct on

for 1 time of
for 2 time of
for 3 ti-ne of
for 4 time of
cycle 2, nxt.

for 1 time of
for 2 time of
for 3 time of
for 4 time of
cycle 3, nxt

cwcl c 2 ai- t imc: 1140. 00 min

owcle 2 el- timc= 1500.00 min

cvcle 2 at time: 1860.00 nin
cwcle 2 at timc: 2220.00 min

cyc bgns in 6 hours w/new CB int=

cvcle 3 at timc= 2580.00 nin
r':vr':le 3 at time: 2585.00 min

cvcte I ât trmê= 2590,00 mÍn

cvôte I ât trmê: 2595.00 min

cyc bgns in 6 hours w,/new CB int=

5 mins

5 mins

customer

^tl 
c1^mêT

cusËomer

customer

#1 blocked

#1 bl-ocked

#1 blocked

#l- blocked

fôr 't time of cwclg

for ) timc of nrznlg

for ? tìme of nwclg

for 4 time of cycle

, -+ +i-^-+ d L LAllte-

4 at time:
¡ ^+ +i-^-

4 at time:

2955.00 min

2960.00 rni-n

2965.00 rnin

2970.00 min

cust #l failed on aJ.l cycles, destroying cust at time= 2970.0O
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Customer #2 created at time: 2.27

cust #2 blocked for lst time at time= 2.27, gj-ven call back int= 5 mins
customer #2 blocked lor 2 time of cycle 1 at time: 5.04 min

customer #2 blocked for 3 time of cycle 1 at time: 10.04 min

customer #2 blocked for 4 time of cycle 1 at time= 15. 04 min

Cust #2: no cnnct on cycle 1, nxt cyc bgns in I hours vr/r¡evt CB int= 360 mins

customer #2

customer it2

customer #2

customer #2

Cust #2: no

blocked

blocked

blocked

blocked

cnnct' on

for 1 time of
for 2 tlme of
for 3 time of
for 4 time of
. cycle 2, nxt

for 1 tine of
for 2 time of
for 3 time of
for 4 time of
cycle 3, nxt

for 1 time of
for 2 time of
for 3 time of
for 4 time of

cycle 2 at time: 75.04 min

cycle 2 at time: 435.04 nin
cycle 2 at time= 795.04 min

cycle 2 at time= 1155.04 min

cyc bgns in 24 hours w/new CB int= 360 mins

cycle 3 at time: 2595.04 min

cycle 3 at time= 2955.04 min

cycle 3 at tlme= 3315.04 min

cycle 3 at time= 3675.04 min

cyc bgns in 48 hours w/new CB int= 360 mins

cust'omer

customer

customer

customer

Cust fi2:

customer

customer

customer

cust.omer

cust #2

#2 blocked
#2 bl-ocked

#2 blocked
#2 blocked

no cnìlct on

#2 blocked
#2 bl-ocked

#2 blocked

#2 blocked cycle 4

^+ +:*^-o L L rltte-

â+ +i-^-

^+ + l-^-o L L al[e-

^+ +:-^-a L L lltte-

6555.04 min

6915. 04 min

7275.04 min

7635.04 min

faiJ.ecl on al1. cycles, destroying cust at tirne= 7635.04

Table 2: Nertec Debug Trace for Second Message
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3.4 TWACS SCE-CCE Network

3.4.1 Input Data

The TWACS CCE-SCE simulation model requires the following data input:

. Number of meters to read

o Number of SCEs in AMR network

e Failed response probability

ø Switchover time

. High priority arrival rate (commands/hour)

3.4.2 Model Description

General

The SCE-CCE model performs 10 independent replications and calculates estimates and

confidence intervals of two quantities which should be interpreted within the TWACS context.

The first quantity is the mean command delay, for both high and low priority messages. Recall

however that a command represents the metering information of 16 meters. Therefore for a

given command, we will have 16 meters with identical message delays occurring in parallel.

Since the TWACS network can only transmit one read per message it will be necessary to read

each meter three unique times per day in order to meet Manitoba Hydro Service requirements.

This requirement leads to the second estimate of interest, the mean completion time, i.e. the

mean time required to read all meters once. lf the mean completion time is short enough, it may

be possible to finish three cycles within a 24 hour period.
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Simultaneity lssues Regarding SCE Polling

There are two simultaneity issues regarding SCE polling. Specifically, when an SCE is polled,

the following potentialities must be addressed:

1. Are commands which complete processing by the SCE during a poll also transmitted back to

the CCE?

2. Do commands currently in process by the SCE during a poll take up room in the buffer since

they have technically been sent out to the individual meters to request information?

In response to these questions, the CCE-SCE simulation model makes the following

assumptions. First, only those commands ready for transmission back to the CCE at the outset

of the poll will be transmitted, in other words the buffer is said to be gated. Further, a command

is assumed to take up one unit of buffer space from the time of its initial arrival until its

transmission back to the SCE. Essentially, the model senses the number of completed

commands at the outset of a poll, accepts them and transmits an equal number back to the SCE.

Priority Messages

As described in chapter 2, lhe TWACS System-10 can accommodate multiple message priority

levels. Two priority levels will be included in the model, one for standard meter reading

transmission, and a second for demand readings.

SCE Switchover Time

The dedicated telecommunications links between the CCE and each SCE are assumed identical

and employ identical modems. According io DCSI switchover time is negligible, thus mínimal

and identical switchover times between successive SCEs are assumed.
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Gommand Processing Reliability

The number of retries required per command is assumed to follow a binomial distribution with

n=16 and p=0.95. This distribution will result in a mean of .B failed reads of the 1 6 reads in each

command and a standard deviation ol .87. The time required for either a retry or a high priority

command is assumed uniformly distributed between six and eight seconds. Retries and high

priority commands are assumed to have a 100Vo success rate.

Network Symmetry

For simplicity, it is assumed thai the load on the network is symmetric. That is to say that each

SCE is responsible for an equal share of the total commands to be processed. The model can

however, be easily extended to accommodate asymmetric loads.

3.4.3 ModelVerification

Exogenous Variable Check

Checks were performed to insure that the intended input distributions for quantities such as

interarrival times were actually being achieved. These checks were performed on the following

processes:

Table 3: Intended Distributions and Parameters for TWACS SCE-CCE Model

Process Intended

Distribution

Expected

Mean

Expected

Mean

Mean LP Reads Lost Binomial 0.80 0.87

HP lnterarrivalTime Exponential 2.40 2.40

LP command processing Deterministic 18.2 0.00

HP command processing Uniform 7.00 0.50
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Exogenous

-Mean

-High

-Mean

-Mean

.800

2 .40

18.20

7.00

.871-

2.39 (sec)

.00 ( sec )

.58 (sec)

Vars:

# Reads fost per Cmnd:

Prior. Iarr. :

I u qlk ñr^^ Tìme'

uu ql'k' ñr^^ rrme'

S.D.:

S.D.:

S.D.:

S.D.:

As shown in Figure 11, the sample output conf¡rms that the four processes have the intended

mean and standard deviation for the respect¡ve distributions.

Figure 11: Exogenous Variable Check of TWACS SCE-CCE Model Output

Debug Trace

In order to verify the logic of the polling algorithm within the simulation model, a debug trace was

performed. A portion of the trace output is found in Table 4. The terms used in the output are

explained as follows. The out.q contains the commands enqueued for transmission back to the

CCE while the in.queue contains those commands awaiting processing by the SCE itself. The

quaniities n.out.q and n.in.q represent the number of commands contained in the out.q and the

in.q respectively.

For exemplary purposes, the network in this test consists of two SCEs. The switchover time is

set to 100 seconds so that each SCE will be sure to have completed commands to transmit at

each poll. Both SCEs are empty at the outset of execution.

The output in Table 4 represents the first two cycles in the polling sequence, and verifies that the

polling logic is modeled accurately. During the first cycle through the two SCEs, the CCE senses

the empty buffer and fills the in.q of each. Upon its return to SCE#1, the CCE finds g completed

commands and one remaining in the in.q. (Note that, within the model, commands remain in the

in.q until processing is completed.) The g commands are accepted and replaced by the CCE.
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As shown the CCE leaves SCE 1 with a full in.q, specifically 10 commands, and an empty out.q.

Similarly, the SCE arrives to find B completed commands in the out.q of SCE 2. Upon

completion of the poll, the CCE leaves SCE 2 with a full in.q and an empty out.q.

Next SCE with work to do is SCE #I at time= 100.0

CS polls SCE #1 at time= 100.0, with 0 comnds in out.q and 0 in in.q
CS poll SCE #1, all out.commands received, n.out.q(SCE#1): 0

CS polI SCE #1, aIÌ in.commands transmitted, n.in.q(SCE*1):10
Poll for SCE #1 completed at time: 7O2.6

Next SCE with work to do is SCE #2 at Lime= 202.6

CS polls SCE #2 at t.ime:202.6, v¡ith 0 comnds in out.q and 0 in in.q
CS poll SCE #2, all out.commands received, n.out.q(SCE#2)= 0

CS poll SCE #2, alI in.commands transmitted, n.in.q(SCE#2):10
PoIl for SCE #2 completed at time= 205.2

Next SCE with work to do is SCE #I at time= 305.2

CS polls SCE #l- at time:305.2, with 9 comnds in out.q and 1 in in.q
CS poII SCE +1, all out.commands received, n.out.q(SCE#1)= 0

CS pol} SCE #1, all in.commands transmitted, n.in.q(SCE#1)=10

Pol-l- for SCE #1 compfeted at time: 3L4.7

Next SCE with work to do is SCE *2 at time= 4L4.7

CS polls SCE #2 at time= 4L4.7, with 8 comnds in out.q and 2 in in.q
CS poll SCE #2, al-l- out.commands received, n.out.q(SCE#2): 0

CS poll SCE #2, all in.commands transmitted, n.in.q(SCE#2):10
PoIl for SCE #2 completed at time: 423,L

Table 4: TWACS SCE-CCE Model Debug trace Output
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4. REVIEW OF THEORY

4.1 lntroduction

Computer simulations may be classified as either terminating or steady state simulations. This

classification typically results from the underlying system being modeled. The two types of

simulations will be described along with appropriate statistical analyses for each. ln the final

section, a method for addressing problems related to the presentation of multiple confidence

intervals will be described.

4.2 Statistical Analys¡s for Terminating S¡mulations

The nature of systems such as the TWACS SCE-CCE network dictate that the resulting model

be classified as a terminating simulation. By definition, terminating simulations begin at time 0

with initial conditions l, and continue until a predetermined event E occurs at time Te. All

performance measures of interest are therefore gathered over the interval (0, Te). lt is important

to note that performance measures for terminating simulations are dependent upon the initial

conditions, thus these conditions must be chosen to reflect those encountered by the actual

system.

The method used to construct a confidence interval for a terminating simulation is known as the

fixed sample size procedure, Law and Kelton [4]. This method requires that a fixed number, say

n, independent and identically distributed (llD) estimates of the performance measure under

investigation be obtained. This is accomplished by performing n independent replications of the

simulation each beginning with the same initial conditions and terminating with the same event

E. Independent replications are easily achieved by evaluating each over different portions of the

random number streams.
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Each estimate of the performance measure, Xj (j=1,...,n), is therefore independent and identically

distributed and standard statistical analysis can be employed to construct the confidence interval

forp - E(X). Based on the assumption that the estimates X¡'s are normally distributed, the

approximate 100(1- cr) % confidence interval can be constructed as follows:

l r,
x(n)xtu-t.t-il+

where:

l1Tr
L¿J
t=lX\n¡ = 

-
n

Ë[", - xr")Í
st1rz.¡ = 

"_l
and

The term approximate confidence interval is used since its construction is based on the

assumption of normally distributed data points. In practice, however, it is rare that this

assumption is strictly true, the deviation from normalcy being dependent on the underlying model

and the sample size n. Due to the existence of central limit theorems, it is expected that if the

X¡'s are the average of a large number of data points, the departure from normalcy should be

acceptably low.

Literature suggests that simulation models which generate asymmetrically distributed data points

produce the greatest departure from normalcy, see Johnson [5] and Law [6]. However the

experience of Law and Kelton l4l, Íor instance, suggests that many real-world simulation models

produce output data upon for which the assumption of normalcy is acceptable provided that the

{s are the product of a large number of observations.

4.3 Statistical Analys¡s for Non-Terminating Simulations

A non-terminating simulation, by definition, is one with no natural ending point. In other words,

there is no naturally occurring event that signals the end of the process. The Nertec model is
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one such simulation since the actual system operates 24 hours a day on a repeating weekly

cycle. For such systems, it is important to evaluate performance measures once the system has

reached steady state.

Steady state may be defined statistically as follows: Given a set of initial conditions l, a time

index i, a real number y, and an output process Y¡, if 4 (yl/) = P(Y,3 yll) + F(y) as i -+ ""

for all y and any initial conditions l, then F(y) is called the steady state distribution of the output

process Yr, Yz, .... A process which has achieved steady siafe is governed by a steady state

distribution. Note that the steady state distribution is independent of the initial conditions.

F,(yll), on the other hand, is known as the transient distribution of ihe output process at time i.

The transient distribution changes with the index i, and is dependent on the initial conditions l. A

system governed by a transient distribution is said to be in a transient state. In this state, the

output process Yr, Ye, ..., remains dependent on the initial conditions.

All non-terminating simulations begin in the transient state. Thus the analysis methods

presented in the previous section cannot be applied here since observations obtained in the

initial, transient state, are not accurate estimates of the steady state behavior. In other words,

Suppose we wish to estimate a steady state mean E(Y)=y, in the transient state E(Y)*v, whi|e

E(Y)=y only once the system has reached steady state. This stumbling block is known as the

problem of the initial transient.

The method commonly employed for analysis of steady state parameters for a non-terminating

simulation is known as the replication/deletion approach. In order to measure only the sieady

state behavior of the system, the model is allowed a warm-up period of length ¿ to reach an

approximate steady state. In other words, at each replication, the system is allowed to run for a

predetermined amount of time and data gathered previous io t is discarded. Only those
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observations obtained after the warm up period has expired are included to determine the

estimate.

In a strict statistical sense, one can only reach steady state in the limit as I -) "" . ln practice,

however, steady state can be said to begin after the system has operated for a reasonable

period. The fundamental problem is determining how long the system must warm up to be able

to consider it to have achieved steady state, i.e. that E(Y¡)=v.

A simple, graphical, technique to determine an appropriate period warm up ¿ is proposed by

Welch [7] and [B]. The technique involves plotting moving averages, themselves averaged over

a fixed number of independent replications. The result is a transient mean curve identical to that

of the original process, but with relatively low variability. Since the curve must converge to the

steady state mean, the system can be considered to have reached steady state once the curve

flattens out. The period preceding this point can be considered the transient state and employed

as the warm up period t. Simulation can then be repeated, using only those observations after t

to estimate the steady state v.

Once an appropriate warm-up period has been determined, the method to construct estimates

and confidence intervals is essentially the same as that for terminating simulations except that

only those observations occurring after the warm-up period are used to construct estimates.

Using a discrete time model simulated over the interval (o,m) as an example, the method is as

follows. Given a total of n replications and a warm-up period t, the estimate at the jrh replication

is determined as follows:

t,,
X,=tu- forj=1,2,...,n' m-l
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Each X¡ is obtained from observations occurring when the system is assumed to be at steady

state since those observations occurring during the warm-up period are not included. Since each

replication is performed over a different section of the random number streams, the X¡'s are llD

random variables with E(X¡) = v. Therefore Xçn¡ is an approximately unbiased estimator of v,

and an approximate 100(1-cr) confidence interval is determined as:

-... Fln)X(n)!t,-r,r-o,r!-

Other approaches for constructing estimates and confidence intervals for steady state

distributions can be found in Law and Kelton [4]. Included is a review of fixed sample size

procedures such as the batch means and regenerative methods, as well as a survey of

sequential procedures.

4.4 Problems with Multiple Compar¡sons

In most situations, more than one measure of performance is of interest to the experimenter.

Although multiple performance measures can be easily determined simultaneously from the

same set of replications, the presentation of multiple confidence intervals for such measures

results in an intuitive, though important consequence.

Given as set of k 100(1-cr)% confidence intervals, 1", corresponding to a set of performance

measures ¡ro, the probability that all l" cover their corresponding performance measure is given

as follows:

k

P(p" eI") for att s = 1,2,...,k>l-)4"
s=1
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The result is known as the Bonferroni inequality. Intuitively, depending on the confidence of the

intervals l" and the number of performance measures estimated, a serious erosion in the overall

confidence of the results may occur.

The problem may be easily corrected according io a method presented by Law and Kelton [4]:

Simply choose the individual levels cr" such that the overall desired level of confidence cr is

given as follows:

k

Io, =o
.-l
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5. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

5.1 lntroduction

In order to gauge the response of the two systems to variation of there input parameters'

sensitivity analysis of the Nertec and TWACS SCE-CCE models was performed' Parameters

that were deemed to be controllable, such as the number of scEs in a TWACS implementation

for instance, were manipulated and the model response plotted for both models'

5.2 Nertec

specific performance measures of ihe system were evaluated, through simulation, for varying

cycle lengths. specifically, the mean connect time and the blocking probability were estimated'

As described earlier, the Nertec system typically operates on a Seven day cycle' with 1/7 of the

Telereaders scheduled to call-in during each day. The cycle length was varied, assuming an

eight hour primary call-in period, tor a28 modem system and a 40 modem system' Results for

the mean connect time and blocking probability are plotted in Figure 12 and Figure 13

respectivelY.

Mean Gonnect Time vs. DaYs/GYcle: I
Hour Gall'in Period

100

Ee to

5g 60
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F.F +U
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-40 
Modems

Figure 12: Mean Connect Time vs. Days/cycle: B Hour Call-in Period
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Blocking Probability vs. Days/Gycle: 8 Hour

Call-in Period
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Figure 13: Blocking Probability vs. Days/Cycle: B Hour Call-in Period

The mean connect time for both the 28 and 40 modem models remained acceptably low' at just

ove( 2 minutes, for cycle lengths of greater than five days' The 40 modem system can manage

the load down to a cycle length of four days while the 28 modem system is overloaded for cycle

lengths of 5 days of less. Further reduction in cycle lengths, in the respective configurations'

lead to a sudden and marked reduction in performance' By changing the cycle length of the 40

modem model from four days to three, the mean connect time increases from approximately 2

minutes to roughly half an hour. obviously, this configuration is unable to cope with the

increased load. The 28 modem model experiences and even more pronounced collapse when

the cycle length is reduced from five to four days'

The obvious cause of the collapse, in each configuration, is the increase in traffic intensity

brought upon by reducing the cycle length. The traffic intensity is defined as the product of the

service time and the arrival rate, divided by the number of modems' once this quantity

surpasses unity by enough of a margin, the system is unable to cope' Even though there are no

further arrivals for sixteen hours after the primary call-in period during which the system will

attempt to catch up according to the retrial schedule, it is initially so overloaded that the service

level becomes unaccePtable-
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The blocking probabilities for these two models follow the same pattern' This is the expected

resultsincea|argerblockingprobabi|ityincreasesthe|ike|ihoodofmultipleattemptsbeforea

successful connection. Note that the blocking probability is constant at approximalely Zvo even

before the system becomes overloaded. This reflects the modeled probability of a customer

picking up the phone during transmission, set arbitrarily aL2o/o' Thus most of ihe mean message

delay observed in these experiments can be attributed to the potentiality of customer

interruptions, rather than overload at the central server' lt is interesting to note that a 2o/o chance

ofcustomerinterruptioncan|eadtoameande|ayofovertwominutes.

The same simulation experiments were repeated assuming thatthe system operated on a 16

hourprimaryca|l-inperiod.|notherwords,Telereaderca||sscheduledforeachdayofthecycle

arespreadoutoveral6hourperiodratherthanthestandardeight.AsshowninFigurel4and

FigurelS,boththemeanconnecttimeandtheb|ockingprobabilityfo||owthesamepatternasin

the previous experiment. However, both the 28 and 40 modem models afe now able io handle

shorter cycle periods, as low as two days in the 40 modem case'

It was attempted to model a 40 modem Nertec system with a cycle length of one day, again

assumingal6hourprimaryca||-inperiod.AssuchtheNertecsystemwouldapproachManitoba

Hydro,srequirementthatagivensystemcollectandtransmitthreereadsperday'However'

configuredaSsuch,themode|becamesooverloadedthatitwasnotpossib|etoobtainresults.

Thus,eventhoughthecycle|engthcanbereducedfromtheintendedsevendays,accordingto

experimental observations, the Nertec system will not be able to accommodate ihe relevani

stipulation of the Manitoba Hydro AMR service requirements'
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Mean Connect Time vs. Days/Cycle: 16
Hour Call-in Period
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Figure 14: Mean Connect Time vs. Days/Cycle: 16 Hour Call-in Period

Blocking Probability vs. Days/Cycle: 16 Hour
Gall-in Period
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Figure 15: Blocking Probability vs. Days/Cycle: 16 Hour Call-in Period
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5.3 TWACS SCE-CGE Network

The TWACS SCE-CCE network was modeled as described with the measures of interest being

the mean command delay, for high and low priority commands, and the mean completion time.

Specific model parameters were manipulated in order to gauge the sensitivity of the model.

Unless otherwise specified, the system is assumed to have 25 SCEs, a switchover time of 0.1

seconds, and a high priority arrival rate of 1500 per hour.

Generally, performance measure are affected by a specific quantity, the CCE cycle time, i.e. the

time required for the CCE to complete one circuit through all connected SCEs. lf the cycle time

for the CCE to poll all SCEs is rapid enough, it will essentially cycle through all SCEs stripping

and replacing one or two high priority commands at each. Since the cycle time is brief, few low

priority commands are able to complete processing between successive polls and thus few are

ready for transmission at a given poll. This leads to the expected results for a multiple priority

system, namely long mean delays for low priority commands relative to that of high priority

commands.

However, once the CCE cycle time increases past a certain limit, observed performance

becomes less intuitive. More low priority commands are able to complete processing between

polls and thus more are ready for transmission at a given poll . A cumulative effect then

develops: more low priority commands ready for processing further slows down the cycle time

allowing for the completion of yet more low priority commands. The end result is that, when

polled, each SCE has completed processing all or most of its commands and must dump and

refill its entire buffer. Thus, the main component of message delay becomes the interval

between successive polls. Queue position is now of little importance and the advantage of high

priority commands over low priority commands is greatly diminished. The result is a negligible

difference in mean message delay between the two priority types.
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The first parameter to be manipulated was the number of SCEs comprising the system. As

shown if Figure 16, the expected gap in mean delays diminishes to a negligible difference with

26 SCEs or greater. Below 26 SCEs, the CCE is able to poll all SCEs at a rate such that at each

SCE it will generally find only high priority commands, and the odd low priority command, ready

for transmission. This leads to the high delay for low priority commands, while high priority

commands have a low delay since they obtain service shorlly after completing processing. Past

26 SCEs, the time required to poll all SCEs is long enough that the CCE finds most messages

ready for transmission at each SCE. Adding an additional SCE increases the time required to

cycle through all SCEs by the approximate time required to drain and fill an SCE buffer, the

mean delay times are affected accordingly.

Completion time reaches a minimum with 26 SCEs and remains essentially constant thereafter.

Past this point, the CCE generally finds each SCE buffer full at each poll. Because the CCE

polls the SCEs in cyclical order, essentially a fixed total number of SCEs must be polled to

complete a fixed number of commands. Thus the completion time remains essentially constant.

Figure 16: TWACS SCE-CCE Network Performance vs. Number of SCEs

The second parameter to be manipulated was the switchover time. Increasing switchover time

produces a similar effect to increasing SCEs since the essential effect is also to increase CCE

cycle time by a deterministic amount. As shown in Figure 17, at a switchover time of 0.2 the
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difference in mean delay for high priority and low priority commands closes. Past 0.2 seconds,

the gap between the two curves steadily narrows. Of course, the completion time steadily

increases sínce it is directly affected by switchover time.

Performance vs Switchover Time
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Figure 17: TWACS SCE-CCE Network Performance vs. Switchover Time

Finally, the response of the model to the rate of arrival of high priority commands was examined

and the output plotted in Figure 18. As expected, higher rates of high priority command arrivals

leads to higher mean low priority delay and completion time. The mean delay of high priority

commands, however, falls moderately until the arrival rate reaches 2500. The initial drop results

from the fact that more high priority arrivals means more high priority commands, on average, in

the SCE buffers. Since the high priority commands are processed first, it becomes less likely for

a low priority command to complete processing before the next poll. Since the high priority

commands require little transmission time, the polling cycle time reduces leading to the decrease

in high priority command delay. Past a rate of 2500 per hour the model begins to become

overloaded, as evidenced by the steepening curves of the mean low priority command delay, the

completion time and a moderate increase in high priority command delay.
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Performance vs High Priority Arrival Rate
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Figure 1B: TWACS SCE-CCE Network Performance vs. HP Arrival Rate
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6. SIMULATION ANALYSIS OF AMR SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

6.1 Introduction

ln this chapier, the performance of the TWACS and Nertec systems, as each would normally be

implemented in the City of Winnipeg, will be analyzed via the respective simulation models.

This presents immediate problems with the Nertec system due to discrepancies between the

manufacturer's intended service parameters and those desired by Manitoba Hydro. For

instance, the Nertec System is unable to operate on a one day cycle. Rather, it is the intention

of the manufacturer that the system to store 3 reads per day and transmit them once weekly. In

the analyses that follow, where the system's intended operation departs from thai desired by

Manitoba Hydro, the specifications of the former will be modeled.

6.2 Nertec Model

The Nertec system was modeled as described in chapter 2. According to information provided

by Nertec and Manitoba Hydro, the following system parameters were specified as model input:

o B hour primary call-in period in hours.

ø 7 day cycle

ø 28 modems at CS

ø 24 second service time (fixed)

o 150 000 meters to be read per cycle

A Nertec system, configured as such would collect three reads per day as required by Manitoba

Hydro, however reads would be submitted only on a weekly basis. Note also that since only one

message priority level is possible with this system, only one is modeled.
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The performance measures of interest were the mean connect time, (the mean time for a

Telereader to successfully connect to the CS), and the blocking probability, (the proportion of

unsuccessful calls). These measures were chosen as they give the clearest indication of system

performance under a given load. Mean connect time demonstrates the efficiency of message

collection, while blocking probability illustrates the ability of the server to cope with a given load.

Actual output from the model, given the above inputs, is shown in Figure 19. Though not subject

to thorough output analysis, additional output data was collected for checking purposes and for

insight into the estimates of interest described above.

---Simulation of Nertec
#
Steady state simufation
and

AMR- - _

of Nertec AMR with 5 independent ranl iôâtiônq

and blockingrrunup. The measures of interest are the mean message delay
probability.
#

System and modef parameters:
-Mean interarr. time:
-Service time:
-CaIf -in period Lengt.h
-No. of modems:
-Expected new calfs Per daY:
-Number of Days Per cYcle
-Total custs. to be served/cYcle
-Number of davs simulated:

1-.34
24.00

8.0
¿t1

21,429
7

1s0 0 00
J

( exponentj-al )
( deterministic )
hours

Exogenous variabfe check:
-Mean interarrival time:
-Mean service time:

Av. new calfs per day
Mean number served per day:
Mean number blocked cal-l-s per day:
Mean number of busy modems:

Mean
r.34

24

S. D.
.10

0

¿r+¿o
2L426.r

4JC¡.5
6.0

#

l_Y _

Connect
Blockin

---Final results---

t:::iT: ?9i :l
rime !35.374 (sec) ( 1-30.324 , L40.425)
Prob . o2oo ( .0195 | 0204 )

Figure 19: Output of Nertec Simulation Model

As shown, the estimated blocking probability was found to be 2on.

probability was built in to the model to account for the possibility

Recall that, a 2%o interruption

of customers picking up the
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phone during transmission. Therefore the estimated blocking probability can be, for the most

part, attributed to customer interruption rather than system overload. lt is interesting to note that

such a low probability of customer pickup can be responsible for most of the relatively large

mean connect time.

The mean connect time was found to be 135.374 seconds for the recommended implementation

of the Nertec system. The 90% confidence interval was somewhat wider than might be expected

considering that 5 repetitions of significant evaluation length were performed. This is due to the

large variability in connection time which can vary, according to the retrial schedule, from zero to

several days. lf necessary, confidence intervals could easily be shortened by increasing the

number of replications or extending the evaluation period.

This inherent variability in connect time is also the cause of the high mean connect time.

Considering that 98% of calls placed are successful, a like number of initial calls will also be

successful and thus have a connect time of zero. Thus all delay may be attributed to the 2o/o ol

calls that are unsuccessful and are then delayed according to the retrial schedule.

6.3 TWACS SCE-CCE Model

The TWACS SCE-CCE Network was modeled as described in chapter 2. Unlike the Nertec

system, there is no recommended network implementation. In other words, an implementation

of a TWACS network may consist of anywhere from one to 81 SCEs, since an SCE may be

placed at any or all of the 81 substations in Winnipeg. However, according to observations

made in chapter 5, a system with 24 SCEs appeared to provide the best trade off between

completion time and high and low command delay. Based on this observation, and information
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provided by both DCSI and Manitoba Hydro, the following input parameters were specified for

the model:

ø 24 SCEs in network

" 5o/o Failed response probability

o 0.1 second switchover time

. High priority arrival rate of 1500 commands/hour

ø 150 000 meters to read per cycle

Figure 20: Output of TWACS SCE-CCE Model

As shown, estimated mean command delays were found to be 6.384 and 0.393 minutes for low

and high priority commands respectively. Thus high priority commands experienced

approximately 1120 the delay of their low priority counterparts. The model, on average,

---Simulation of the TWACS CCE-SCE Network---

Terminating símulation of the TWACS SCE-CCE network, r¿ith 10 replications.
System assumed empty at outset of each trial-.

Measures investigated: Mean HP and LP command delay
Mean completion time

Model Inputs:
Total- Customers/cycle: 150000
Number of SCE's: 24.0
SCE buffer size: 10 . 0
SCE Switchover time: .1 (sec)
Command processing time: 78.2 (sec)
Failed Repfv Prob: .050
Mean high prior. iarr. time: 2.40 (sec)

---FinaI Results---
Exogenous Vars:

-Mean # Reads lost per Cmnd: ,800 S.D.: .872
-High Prior. Iarr.: 2.39 (sec) S.D.: 2.38 (sec)
-Mean LP SCE proc. time: 18.20 (sec) S.D.: .00 (sec)

s 
-Mean HP SCE proc. time: 6.98 (sec) S.D.: .56 (sec)

Performance measures:
Command delay:
Low Priority (AMR):

-Average: 6.384 min 958CT:( 6.345 , 6.423)
High Priority (Load Survey):

-Average= .393 nin 953Cf:( .391 | ,394)
Comr¡Ietion Tlme:

-Average: 4.828 hrs 958CI: ( 4.774 | 4.882
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completed all low priority commands in 4.828 hours, given an high priority arrival rate of 1500

messages per hour.

Confidence intervals were deemed to be acceptably tight. 95% confidence intervals were used

in this model so that the overall confidence in presented results remained acceptably high at

B5%. Since run time was quite reasonable, further tightening of the presented intervals could be

easily achieved by extending the evaluation interval or increasing the number of replications.

With an estimated mean completion time of 4.828 hours, an implementation of the TWACS

System-10 could complete three full cycles per day. In order to further validate this proposition,

some knowledge of the underlying distribution of the completion time is required. To this end 100

estimates of the completion time were generated and their relative frequencies plotted in the

histogram in Figure 21. As shown, most of the probability is collected in the range between 4.65

and 4.95 hours and no estimate exceeded 5.2 hours. Therefore it is expected that the TWACS

System-10 could collect three reads per meter per day, and thus meet Manitoba Hydro AMR

service requirements.

Figure 21:Relative Frequency of TWAGS Completion Time Estimates
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7. DISCUSSION OF AMR SIMULATION ANALYSIS

It is initially apparent from the descriptions of the three AMR systems that they are each unique

systems. Each gather and transmit data in entirely different manners. One system may store

data for eventual transmission, another may not. One system may be an inbound system, while

the other is outbound. Due to the varied nature of the three systems, a straight comparison of

the three, based on simulation analyses, is akin to the proverbial comparison of apples and

oranges. Indeed, the measures by which the performance of each system was judged, were

themselves dependent on the system in question.

Therefore, rather than attempt to determine which system performed "best", the intention of the

Manitoba Hydro study was to present an analysis of the performance of each system, to be

judged individually. By contrasting the results of the simulation analysis with the Manitoba Hydro

AMR service requirements, it is possible only to determine which systems will perform

acceptably from the point of view of Manitoba Hydro.

It is quite apparent that the Nertec System will not meet the needs of Manitoba Hydro. Though

the system will provide the necessary three reads per meter per day, the information is intended

only to be transmitted once weekly. Though the length of the transmission cycle can be

manipulated, results from the chapter 5 suggest that a cycle length of one day would be

unrealistic under the expected meósage load expected for a City of Winnipeg implementation.

Thus there would be an erosion in the currency of the information at hand to Manitoba Hydro.

Further, the system is unable to handle multiple message priority levels, reducing the ability of

the system to be customized to the specific requirements of Manitoba Hydro.

TWACS System-10, on the otherhand, appears to meet all requirements of Manitoba Hydro.

According to results of the TWACS SCE-CCE model presented in chapter 6, the TWACS system

will be able to collect three reads per day. The system also accommodates multiple message
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prior¡ty levels and can collect meter readings efficiently under the expected load of demand

readings.

Note, however, that care should be exercised when choosing the number of SCEs to included in

a TWACS System-10 implementation. From the sensitivity analysis in chapter 5, it is apparent

that both lower and upper thresholds exist regarding the number of SCEs. While too few SCEs

result in higher cycle times, too many may result in a rapid erosion in the advantage of high

priority commands over low priority commands.

According to the work done by Stone, the lris system 2020, will also meet the needs of Manitoba

Hydro. The system is able to gather and transmit three reads per day, can handle multiple

message priority levels and does so under expected message load. Again, complete details are

available in his thesis.

Therefore, one system falls short of required performance while the TWACS and lRlS systems

perform to a standard acceptable to Manitoba Hydro. These two remaining systems, must be

judged by Hydro on an individual basis. While a final purchase decision will certainly be partly

based on factors such as the purchase cost and technical support for each system, the analysis

presenied here will provide an insight into the performance that can be expected of each should

it be implemented.
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8. CONCLUSION

As stated, the intention of the overall AMR simulation study for Manitoba Hydro was to determine

which of the three systems met the performance requirements of Manitoba Hydro. In addition,

through simulation analysis, the strengths and weaknesses of the three systems can be

highlighted, and thus judged, on an individual basis. The TWACS System-10 and Nertec AMR

systems were therefore modeled here so that their abilities could be judged along side those of

the previously evaluated lris System 2020.

The componentry and logical operation of the TWACS, Nertec, and lris systems has been

presented in order to provide background for the models developed. The two models developed

for this portion of the study were introduced and verified according to standard practice. Through

sensitivity and performance analysis of the models, the abilities and potential pitfalls of the two

systems were highlighted. According to the results of the simulation models, it was determined

that the Nertec system would not be able to perform to the standard required by Manitoba Hydro.

The TWACS system, on the other hand, was able to meet these requirements, however care

should be taken when choosing the number of SCEs to include.

As stated earlier, the intention here was not to determine which system will best suit the needs of

Manitoba Hydro, this final judgment is left to those involved with the AMR project at Hydro.

While their decision will certainly be based on other factors such as cost and vendor support, it is

hoped that the information presented here will provide a useful tool in the decision making

process.
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APPENDIX 1: SOURGE CODE FOR SIMULATION MODELS
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1. NERTEC MODEL SOURCE CODE

It | | rt t t t t I t t tt I t t I t I I t t I t t ttt t t t rt t t tl lt I It I ll I t I I t t I I I I tl | | ll

t I NERTEC SIMULATTON MODEL, PERFORMANCE MEASURES EVALUATED:

I I - MEAN CONNECT TÏME
I t - MEAN BLOCKTNG PROBABTLITY

''MODEL INPUTS LOCATED IN FILE trNERTEC.INII

' 'MODEL OUTPUT LOCATED IN FTLE ''NERTEC,OUT'I
t | | | | t t t I t t t t | | t I t t t t t I t I t t t t t t r I t | | tt I I I ll | | Il | | | | t I I | | | I | | I I I

Preamble
Normally mode is undefined
Event notices include Ne\^/.Day

Every Callback has a ptr. to. cust
Processes include Generator

Fl\rêrv Sorr¡ìaa h¡q a nfr tô.CuSt
¡fìâmnôr^rrr Flntì tì 95

FÌ\.¡êrv crrsf.omer has a create.time, a call.time, a repnum/ a type/4 t v¿ f

and a ôvr'num

Resources include Server

The System has a CB random step variable
Define CB as an inteqer variable

The System has a RT random step variable
Define RT as an integer variable

Define delay.array as a real, 1-dimensional array
Define prob.array as a real, 1-dimensional- array

Define .true to mean 1

Define . fafse to mean 0
Define reps to mean 5

Define arr.stream to mean 2

Define 24hrs to mean 86400

Define ptr.to.cust as an integer variabfe
Define retrials, and t as real variables
Define end.day as integer variable

Define iarr, serv, iarr.mean and serve.mean as real variables
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Define rep. num/ Modems , Runup / num. cust and cyc . days as integer
variables
Define end.time and period as real variables

Define trial.busy,trial.connect and trial.prob as real variables
Define create.time,call.time,repnum/ cycnum and type as real variables
Define num.blocks, num.served, num.new as real variable
Define trial. new and trial-. served as reaf variables
Define day.num and trj-al.bfocks as reaf variable
Define pickup.prob as a real variable
Define connect.time and dav.connect as real variabl-es

Accumulate av.busy as the averaqe of N.X.Server
Tall-y av.connect as the average of connect.time
Tal lv sim.av.eonnect as the averâ.rê nf trial r-onnect
11:l I r¡ cim ar¡ ¡¡¡l-r =n +Ìra --'n*¡-a af l-rj al nrnl-rrurrJ Ðrrrr, qv . yrvu qÞ Ll]V OVV!AyE ur L!rur. prvv

î'el lr¡ qim erz hrrqr¡ ¡c J-ho ¡¡¡ara¡ø ¡f l-r'i al Lrrrc¡¡. vquJ

TaIIy sim.av.serv as the mean and sim.sd.serv as the std.dev of serv
Tally sim.av.iarr as the mean and sim.sd.iarr as the std.dev of iarr.
Tally sim.av.new as the mean of trial.new
TaIly sim.av.blocks as the mean of trial.blocks
Tally sim.av.served as the mean of triaf.served
End
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Main
Open unit 3 for input, file name is "nertec.in"
Use unit 3 for input
Open unit 12 for output, file name is "nertec.out"
Use unit 12 for output
UAIJ- GET. LJAT

Rêqêr\¡ê dol¡r¡ ârrâ\//*\ âq rênq
\ / uJ lvyJ

Reserve prob.array(*) as reps
CalÌ header
For rep. num : 1 to reps do

Let runup:. true
Create Every Server(1)
Let u.Server(1) : modems

Schedul-e a New.Day in 24hrs units
Activate a Generator Now

Let Pickup. prob:O . 02

Start Simulation
Reset the totals of N.X.Server
Reset the total-s of connect. time
llêq.l.rô\r â\¡âr\¡ qôr\rar

Let time.v:0
Let end. time:period
Let num.bfocks:O
Let num. served:O
Let num.new:O

Let day.num:O
Loop
l'a I 1 rôn^?+

End

Process Generator
Define start as a real variable
Untif Time.v > end.time do

Let start:time.v
lVait normal . f ( iarr . mean, 0 . 1, arr. stream) un j-ts
Let iarr:time.v-start
Add 1 to num.new

Create a customer
Let create . time ( customer ) :time . v
Activate a service giving customer now

Loop

ljno
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Process Service given customer
Define Customer as an integer variable
ñ^€i*^ L^^j* a real variableuç! rl¡g !ç9 !¡r . Þvr

Dofino rêtrv iime as a real variable
Tf ( (n.x.server : modems)or(Random.f(1¡ < pickup.prob) )

Add 1 lo num.bfocks
Add 1 to repnum(customer)
If type(customer):0

call- . time ( customer ):CB
Schedule a Caffback giving customer

in catl.time(customer) units
else

if repnum( customer)<:3
Schedule a CalÌback giving customer

in caff .time(customer) units
efse

add 1 to cycnum(customer)
if cycnum(customer)<4

Iet repnum(customer):0
PôÎf\r 1ìmô:P t'

cafl . time ( customer ):CB
Schedule a Callback givinq customer

in Retry.time units
else

Let connect. time:time . v - create . time ( customer )

Destroy this customer
Always

AJ-ways

Always
EISC

Add l- to num.served
Request 1 server(1)

Let begin.serv:time.v
Let connect. lime:time . v- creaLe . time ( customer )

Work Serve.mean units
Let serv:time.v-begin. serv

Relinquish 1- serverll)
Iìêqtrôv this CUStOmer

AIways
ts;no
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Event Callback given customer
Define customer as an integer variable
Let type(customer):1
Activate a Service giving customer now

þ;no

Event New.DaY

Add l- to day. num

T€ rrrnrrn: fal qa
rt !urrqy

If day.num < end.daY
Schedule a Ne\^/.DaY in 24hrs units
Let end.time:time.v+period
Activate a Generator nov/

EISe
CaIl Snap

AI\^/ays

!;ISE

Reset the totals of connect.time
Reset the totafs of N.x.Server
Let num. bl-ocks:O
Let num.served:O
Let num.new:O

If day. num:1

Let day.num:0
Let runuP:. false

AIways

Schedufe a New.Day in 24]:Its units
Let end. tj-me:time. v+Period
Activate a Generator nov¡

AI\,rays

End
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Þnrr.F ì ñô qnâñ

Iet trial . busy:av . busy
Let trial. new:num. nev//end. day
Let trial . served:num. servedr/end. day
Let trial . blocks:num. blocks/end. day
Let trial. connect:av. connect
Let trial . prob:num. blocks/ ( num. bfocks+num. served )

Let delay. array(rep. num):trial-. connect
Let prob . array ( rep . num) :trial . prob

End

Routine Get. Dat
T,ôl- rtìhrìn: trrra

T,âl- Õnrl rler¡:5

Þaarl nari nrl

T,pt ncri od:neri ôd*3600
T,ol. ond tima:noriod
Read serve.mean/ modems

Pôâ/ì 
^\¡ô 

/lã\¡c

Read num. cust
Let iarr . mean: ( cyc . days*period ) /num. cust
Read CB

Keao K'r'

End
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Routine Header
Use unit. 12 for output
Skip 2 lines
Print 7 lines with reps thus

---Simulation of Nertec AMR---
#

Steady state simulation of Nertec AMR with ** independent replications
and

runup. The measures of interest are the mean message delay and blocking
n¡nl-r:ì.ri I i +r¡

F

Skip 1- line
Print 10 fines ruith iarr.mean/ serve.mean, períod/3600, modems/

period/iarr.mean, cyc.days/ num.cust and end.day thus
q\¡ql.êm anrl m¡rlal nârâmôf ôrq.

-Mean interarr. time' *.** s (normal)
-Mean std. dev for iarrs . 0 . 1
_Service time: *. ** (deterministic)
-Cal-I- in period Length *. * hours
-No. of modems. ***
-Expected new calls per day' *******
-Number of Days per cycle **
-Total custs. to be served/cycfe *******
-Number of days simulated: ***

skip 1- line
End

Pnrrl_i ñô Þâñ^r'l-

Define numerc/ numerp/ widthc, and widthp as real variables
Define i as an integer variable

Print 1 line thus

skip 1 l-ines
Print 3 fines with sim.av.iarr, sim.sd.iarr, sim.av.serv
and sim.sd.serv thus
Exogenous variable check: Mean S.D.

_Mean interarrival time; *. *rk *. ** (SeC)
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_Mean Service time: ** ** (Sec)

skip 1 line
Print 4 line with sj-m.av.ne\M/sim.av.served, sim.av.bfocks
and sim.av.busy thus
Av. new calls per day ******
Mean number served per day' *******.*
Mean nurnller blocked calls per day ' ******* . *

Mean number of busy modems: ** *

ttt tt | | | | | | | | I | | tf I I | | tt | | |

''CALCULATE C.I. HALF WTDTH

Fnr i:l tn rcnq dO

Let numerc:numerc+ ( sim. av. connect-deJ-ay. array( i) ) **2
Let numerp:numerp+ (sim. av. prob-prob. array( i) ) **2

Loop

Let numerc:numerc/( reps -l- )

Let numerp:numerp/( reps-1 )

Let widthc:2 .1,32* ( ( numerc/reps ) ** 1I/2) )

Let widthp:2.732* 1 lnumerp/reps ) ** 1L/2) )

Print 6 l-ines with sim.av.connect, sim.av.connect-widthc,
sim.av. connect+widthc/ sim. av. prob, sim.av.prob-widthp and

sim. av. prob+widthp thus
---Final resul-ts---

F

R.V Averaqe 90U CI

Connect time ****.*** (sec)
Blockinq Prob *. ****

end

( r<*** . *** / **** . *** )

( *,**** , *.****)
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2. TWACS SCE.CCE NETWORK MODEL SOURCE CODE

I tt trt ttl I rt f rt rt t I tt tt t tt I tt t I t | | tr | | | | | t t | | | I I I lt I I I rl I I lt I I t | | ll I ll I

''TWACS SCE-CCE SIMULÀTION MODEL, PERFORMANCE MEASURES EVALUATED:

I I - MEAN HP AND LP COMMAND DELAY

t I - MEAN CYCLE COMPLETION TIME

' 'MODEL INPUTS LOCATED IN FTLE ''TWACS.IN''

' 'MODEL OUTPUT LOCATED IN FILE ''TWACS.OUT''
I t I t | | | | | | | | t t I r t t t | | t t I t I t t I I t t t I t | | | t I t t t I I | | | | | | t I t I I I I tt t t I | | I | | | | I I

Preamble
Normally mode is undefined
Processes incl-ude Generator

Every Seize.SCE has a Ptr.to.SCE
Every Poll. SCE has a Ptr. to. SCE

Every command.exec has a ptr.to.SCE
EvenL notíces

Every Generate. high has a mrk. time
Permanent entities

Every SCE has a state/ owns an arrive.queue/ owns an in'queue,
and owns an out.queue

Temporary Entities
Every command has a go.time, a priority and

may belong to the in.queue and may belong to the out.queue

and may belong to the arrive.queue

Define arrlve.queue as a FIFO set ranked by high priority
Define in.queue as a FTFO set ranked by high priority
Define out.queue as a FIFO set ranked by high priority

Define low.array as a real, 1-dimensionaf array
Define high.array as a real, l--dimensional array
Define finish.array as a real, 1-dimensional array

Define state and priority as integer variabfes
Define ptr.to.SCE and ptr.to.command as integer varj-ables
Define mrk.time, 90.ti-me, reply.high and reply.fow as real variables
Define day.time,trialhigh and trial-.low as reaf variabfe
Define exog.proc/ exog.hpproc and exog.high as real variables
Define initialize.SCEs/ Num.SCE and Num.cusl as integer variables
Define high.iarr, e.rror.prob and polt'time as real variabfes
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Define trial.buff, mark.buff and buff.time as real variables
Define mean. lost as real variables

Define high.stream to mean 4

Define retriafs to mean 10

Define buffer.size to mean 10

Define command.proc to mean 18.2
Define send.time to mean .26
Define return.time.low to mean .79
Define return.time.high to mean .20
Define . true to mean l-

Def i-ne . f alse to mean 0

Define . done to mean 2

Define .busy to mean l-

Define . idle to mean 0

Tally av.Iow as the averag'e of reply.low
Tally sim.av.low as the average of trial.low
m- I I -' --' Ìa i ^l^ - ê l-l-ra ¡rzara ¡a ¡f ronl r¡ Èr i ahIAf Iy qv .1rr9¡r qÞ L¡¡e qverqys u! relJrl' . r]ry11

m-l lr, ^.i- -,. l^.i^ì-\ -^ +Þ'^ -*'^*--^ ^+ l-ri¡l hinhrqf !y 5rlrr. ov , ¡Irvrr 4> Lrlu ovuao9e ur Lrrqr. ¡rryir

Tally av.exog.proc as the mean and sd.exog.proc as the std.dev of
exoq. proc

TalÌy av.exog.hpproc as the mean and sd.exog.hpproc as the std.dev of
exog. hpproc

Tall-y av.exog.high as the averaqe and sd.exog.hiqh as the std.dev of
exog. higih

rìr>l l¡z cìm ar¡ J-.im^ -^ +l-ra --.a*rn¡ ¡f ¡ìar¡ l..imarqrrJ Þ¿¡al . qv . Lrrrtg qÞ LllY qvvIq9Y vr uqj . Lf,rrrg

Tal-ly sim.mean.lost as the mean and sim.sd.Iost as the std.dev of
mean. lost
Tally av.buff as the mean of buff.time
Tal-Iy sim.av.buf f as the mean of trial .buf f
$no
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Main

Define i as an integer variable
Open unit 3 for input, fil-e name is "twacs.in"
Use unit 3 for input
Open unlt L2 for output, file name is "twacs.out"
Use uniL L2 for output
Reserve lov/. array ( * ) as retrial-s
Rêqêr\/ê hioh arrawi¿*\ aq rafrial_S.gllqf \ /

Reserve finish.array(*) as retrials
CalJ- get. dat
For i:1 to retrials do

Create every SCE(num.SCE)

Activate a Generator now

Schedule a Generate. higih in exponential . f ( hiqh. iarr, hiqh. stream)
units

Start Simulation
Let triaf. low:av .Low/60
Let trial- . high:av .hiqh/60
Let low. array ( i ):av . Low/60
Let high. array( i¡ :av .high/60
Let day. time:time.v/3600
Let finish. array( i ):time .v/3600
Let trial.buff:av. buff
Reset the totals of buff. time
Let time.v:0
Let mark.buff:time.v
Reset the total-s of reply.low
Reset the total-s of reply.hiqh
Destroy Every SCE

Loop

Call Report
¡;no
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Process Generator
Define i and command as an integer variable
Define index as an integer variable
Ea^? ô\rôr\¡ qf-El rìôrv! vvvrf

For i:1 to int.f(num.cust/(num.sce*16)¡ do

Create a command

Let priority( command) :1
FiIe the command in the arrive.queue(SCE)

Loop

Loop

Let index:l
Activate a PoIt. SCE giving index now

Eno

Event cenerate.high given mark.high
Define mark.high as a real variable
Define index as an integer variable
Let exogr. higf h:time. v-mark. high
Let mark. high:time. v
Let index:randi. f ( l-, num. sce, I )

Create a Command

Let Priority ( Conìrnand) :2
File the Command in the Arrive.queue(index)
Schedufe a Generate.High gtiving mark.high

in exponential. f thigh.iarr, high.stream) units
$no
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Process Seize.SCE given index
Define index, command, and i as integer variables
flef i ne snan i n l^..€f ^-r ^-^- ^,,+ L..€€ -^ r -+^-^-^ variablesuerrrre Ðr¡u[/. rrr.r-lUlL Orlu SrrqP,UUL,UUl. Þ lllLçyçr

Let mark.buff:time.v
Let snap . in . buf f:n . in . queue ( index )

Let snap . out . buff:n . out . queue ( index )

Fnr ì:1 tô qnân out.buff do

Remove the first command from the out.queue(index¡
-rf nri nri l-r¡¡/ nnmmand \:'l

Work return . ti-me. lov¡ units
EIse

Work return.time.high units
Always
Tf nri nri f r¡1 nnmm¡nd \:-1

Let reply.Iow: time.v - go.time(command)
EISE

Let reply.hiqh: time.v - go.time(cornmand)

Always
Tìêql-rÕv l-he command

Loop

For i:1 to (buffer.size-snap.in.buff) do

If n.arrive.queue(index) > 0

Remove the first conunand from the arrive.queue(index)
Let go. time( cornmand) :time.v
Work send.time units
FiIe the Command in the in.queue(index)

E;ISC

If n. in.queue( index):0
Let statel index):. done

Always
Always

Loop

If state(index) NE .done
Let buff . time:time. v-mark. buff

Always
Tf stâtêlindex):.idle

Activate a command.exec given index now

Always
It index < num.SCE

Let index:index+1
EIse

Let index:l-
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Always

Activate a poll. SCE giving index now

Eno
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Process Poll. SCE given index
Define index and test as an integer variable
nr^r ô\rôr\¡ CaFl rlôrvt vvvtf

If state(SCE) ne .done

test:. true
AIways

Loop

If test:. true
Wait PoII. time units

untit n.out.queue(index) > 0 or n.in.queue(index) < buffer.size do

If index < num. SCE

Let index:index+1
EISe

Let index:l
AIwaYs

Wait PoII . time units
Loop

Activate a Seize.SCE giving index now

!jISE

Cancel the Generate.High
Destroy the Generate.High

Always
¡tino
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Process conìrnand.exec aiven index
Define i, index and command as inteqer variables
Define temp and mark.serv as a real variable
Let state( index) :. busY

While n.in.queue(index) > 0 do

If priority( f . in.queue(lndex) ) :L

Let mark. serv:time.v
Work cornmand.Proc unÍts
Let exog. Proc:time. v-mark. serv
Let temP:O

Fori:1to16do
If random.f(1) < error.Prob

add 1 to temP

Work (uniform' f (6,8'2) ) units
always

Loop

Let mean. lost:temP
Removethefirstcommandfromthein'queue(index)
File the command in the out'queue(index)

EISe
Let mark. serv:time.v
Work uniform. f (6,8,2) units
Let exog . hpproc:time . v-mark ' serv
Remove the first command from the in'queue(index)
Fj-te the command in the out'queue(index)

Always
Loop

Let state ( index ): . idle
Eno

Routine get.dat
Define hpmessg.per'hour as an real variable
Read num.scE/ Num.cust, PoIl.time, hpmessgi.per.hour, elror.prob
Let high. iarr:3 60O,/hpmessg. per. hour

end

Routine Report
Define i as an integer variable
Define numer]/ numerh/ numerf/ samp.stdl/ samp.stdh, samp.stdf,

width], widthh and iqidthf as real variabfes
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Print 4 lines with retri-als thus
- - - Si-mulation of the TVüACS CCE - SCE Network - - -

i+

Terminating simulation of the TWACS SCE-CCE network, with **

ronl ì nal-i nnq

System assumed empty at outset of each trial.
skip 1- line
Print 2 lines thus
Measures investigated: Mean HP and LP command delay

Mean compl-etion time
Skip 1 line

print 8 tines with Num.cust/ Num.scE, buffer.síze, poll.time, and

command. proc / error. prob, high ' iarr thus
Modef Inputs:
Total Customers /cYcLe ' ******
Number of SCE's: **. *
SCE buffer size' **.*
SCE Switchover time : ** . * ( sec )

Command processing time' **.* (sec)

Failed Reply Prob: .***
Mean high prior. iarr. time' ***.** (sec)

Skip 1- line

| | tlf I I | | t | | t lr I ll I ll I rl

' 'CALC. C. I. HALF LENGTH

| | | rrrllr lll lll ltl ltl I lt

For i:1 to retrials do

numerl:numerl+( sim. av. low-l-o\,r. array( i ¡ ¡ **2

numerh:numerh+ ( sirn. av. high-high. array( i) ¡ ;'*2

numerf:numerf+( sim. av. time-f inish. array( i) ¡ **2

Ioop
samp. stdl: (numerl,/(retrials -1 ¡ ¡ ** (1/2)
samp. stdh: (numerh/( retriafs-1¡ ¡ ** (I/2)
samp. stdf:(numerf/lretrials-1-¡ ¡ ** (l/2)
widthf:2 . 262* ( samp . stdL/ (retrials*¡' (1/2) ) )

widthh:2 . 262t- ( samp . siudh/ ( retrials** (I/2) ) )

widthf:2 . 262* ( samp . sLdf. / (retrial-s** (I/2) ) )

Print 15 fines with sim.mean.lost, sim.sd.fost,
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av.exog.high, sd.exog.high, av.exog.proc, sd.exog.proc/
av. exog . hpproc, sd . exog . hpproc,
sim.av. Iow,sim. av. low-v¡idtht, sim.av. low+widthl,
sim. av. high, sim. av. high-widthh, sim. av. high+widthh,
sim.av.time, sim.av.time-widthf and sim.av.time+widthf thus

---FinaI Results---
Exogenous Vars:
-Mean # Reads lost per Cmnd: * . *** S. D. : * . ***
-High Prior. Iarr. : ***. ** (Sec) S.D. : ***. ** (sec)
-Mean LP SCE proc. time: **. ** (sec) S.D. : ***. ** (sec)
-Mean HP SCE proc. time: **. ** (Sec) S.D. : ***. ** (Sec)

#

Performance measures:
Command delay:
Low Priority (AMR):

-AVerage:*rt . **,tr min 95?CI: ( ** . *** / ** . *tr* )

lJi ñh Þri nri trz /. T.^âd qrrr\¡ê\/l .
lr¿yrr r eqt vvj /.

-Avefage:**.ìt** min 95ZCI:(**.*** / **.***)

Completion Time:
-Average: *:k . ìk** hIS 95%Cf : ( ** . *** / ** . *** )

End
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